High-speed planar laser Mie scattering and Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) was employed for the determination of Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) distribution in non-evaporating diesel sprays. The effect of rail pressure, distillation profile, and consequent fuel viscosity on the drop size distribution developing during primary and secondary atomization was investigated.
Introduction
Combustion efficiency, thermal efficiency and engine-out emissions are strongly dependent on the characteristics of the diesel sprays that are formed in modern direct injection common rail diesel engines [1] . A careful examination of the atomization of diesel sprays is essential therefore, in order to obtain a suitable optimization of the parameters that are capable of producing an improvement in the pre-combustion fuel-air mixing, in order to obtain the reduced engine-out emissions required by national/inter-national regulations.
The combustion occurring in the engine cylinders from a diesel spray originates from a number of auto-ignition sites forming around the spray head, which then spread rapidly along the fuel vapour-air mixture surrounding the atomized spray head, finally resulting in regions of turbulent partially-premixed and non-premixed flames [2] . Diesel combustion is naturally ratecontrolled by the sequential rates of liquid breakup (atomization), evaporation, flow and/or diffusional mixing, auto-ignition and flame spread [3] . In most diesel engines, the atomized diesel spray originates from a multi-hole diesel injector nozzle, which enables the high velocity propulsion of the liquid fuel into the cylinder volume. A high pressure pump is employed to maintain the fuel at high pressure in a pressure accumulator (common rail), and inside the injector bodies. An injector needle connected to an electronic activation system is employed to seal the injector body and upper nozzle passages from the lower nozzle exit holes when the injector is inactive, and to expose the lower tip of the nozzle and the exit holes to the high pressure liquid fuel when the injector is electronically activated. This exposure causes the high pressure fuel to flow down the fuel passage into the tip of the nozzle, through the nozzle holes, and into the engine cylinder volume.
It is believed that the fuel flow occurring in the nozzle holes during diesel fuel injection is a multi-phase cavitation flow. This has been observed and reported in a number of model investigations, which have identified two distinct types of cavitation occurring in the nozzle holes: (1) sheet (geometric) cavitation occurring at the upper entrance of the nozzle holes [4 -7] , and (2) vortex flow cavitation occurring along the central axis of the nozzle holes [6 -8] .
The cavitation flow occurring in the nozzle holes will affect the structure of the liquid leaving the holes and entering the engine cylinder during fuel injection. This will in turn affect the interaction of the liquid jets leaving the nozzle holes with the cylinder air. The breakup of the liquid jets to eventually form travelling droplets is generally considered to occur in two stages; primary breakup followed by secondary breakup [9 -11] .
Faeth et al. [11] have undertaken an extensive review of work relating to the structure of sprays and the spray breakup mechanisms. The following is a summary of their review. They suggest that primary breakup of the liquid jet occurs when the turbulent bulk liquid leaves the nozzle holes and enters the surrounding air. The sudden change in boundary conditions and pressure distribution enables increased shear, radial flow acceleration and the development of surface instabilities due to liquid flow turbulence. The emitted liquid also encounters the surrounding gas, which may itself be subject to stochastic, bulk movement (turbulence). The local drag forces exerted by the surrounding gas on the moving sections of turbulent liquid are able to contribute to the growth of the surface instabilities which lead to primary breakup. This process is named aerodynamically assisted primary breakup, and is likely to be the dominant mechanism for primary breakup of diesel sprays in diesel engines.
The combination of turbulence and aerodynamic drag destabilizes the liquid surface by overcoming the internal stabilizing forces of surface tension and viscosity. The continuum liquid surfaces begin to distort, forming large-scale surface waves [12] . As the liquid travels further in the surrounding gas, the liquid turbulence and local aerodynamic drag cause the surface waves on the surface of the bulk liquid to grow and deepen, eventually leading to surface break-down and liquid separation. This results in the formation of unstable liquid tubes (ligaments) and large, unstable, oscillating liquid drops surrounding a dense liquid core. Wu et al. [13] and Wu and Faeth [14] 
where Λ, ̅ 0 , ′ and WeLΛ are the integral length scale of the liquid jet turbulence, the mean axial velocity, the root-mean-square radial component of turbulent velocity fluctuation, and the Weber number for the jet respectively. ( Λ = Λ ̅ 0 2 ⁄ , where ρl is the liquid state density and σ is the surface tension of the liquid.) Available data has been employed to derive an empirical equation for xi, which is expressed as Λ ⁄ = 3890 Λ −0.67 .
As the liquid from the jet is propelled further into the surrounding gas, primary breakup occurring at the surface of the liquid core reduces the net continuum liquid volume comprising the core. Cheroudi et al. [15] have estimated the nozzle diameter (d) normalized distance the liquid core survives primary atomization (lc) to be ⁄ = ( ⁄ ) 1 2 ⁄
where ρg is the vapor state density, and Cc is an empirical constant in the range of 7 -16. The local Sauter mean diameter d32 (mean droplet diameter corresponding to the local volume to surface area ratio) of liquid elements (droplets and ligaments) produced by primary breakup is represented reasonably well by the empirical expression
The region surrounding the liquid core of the jet is filled with large droplets and ligaments. Secondary breakup is the process by which aerodynamic forces (normally drag) cause the large droplets and ligaments formed during primary breakup to break up into smaller droplets. This process continues until the remaining droplets in the fully atomized spray are of a size distribution such that the droplets are stable to the aerodynamic forces exerted on them by the surrounding gas [11, 12] . A phenomenological analysis of secondary atomization, combined with empirical data fitting [16] has led to an estimate for the dominant Sauter mean diameter for droplets resulting from secondary atomization. This is
where ReLd is the liquid jet Reynolds number ( = 0 ⁄ ).
For conditions where aerodynamic forces are important (atomization in a diesel engine), primary breakup and secondary breakup merge with increasing distance downstream of the nozzle exit. A best fit correlation of Sauter mean diameter for droplets formed as a result of merged primary and secondary breakup can be expressed as
Ghuri et al. [17] , Jankowski et al. [18] , and Chen et al. [19] investigated the effect of injection pressure and fuel type on various spray characteristics such as penetration length, spray cone angle, and droplet size distribution. In particular, they observed that high viscosity fuels produced longer penetration length and bigger droplet sizes. This was attributed to the relatively larger cohesive forces which resulted in higher resistance to break-up and thus bigger droplets. Subsequently, the large droplets of high spray momentum were able to penetrate further into the ambient gas. They also concluded that the injection pressure affected the size of the droplets; higher injection pressures resulted in smaller droplets being produced, due to the increase of turbulent flow drag exerted on the larger droplets by the surrounding gas flow.
The primary objective of the present work was the identification of the dependence of spray structure and droplet size distribution developing during primary and secondary atomization on diesel fuel properties (distillation profile, viscosity, density and surface tension). In this regard, it was possible to investigate these effects in idealized, non-evaporating sprays obtained from a customized diesel fuel injection equipment (FIE) system at moderate injection pressures. The present work therefore focuses on secondary atomization in diesel sprays obtained from 250 bar and 350 bar rail pressures respectively, in order to identify the effect of distillation profile, viscosity, surface tension and rail pressure on the drop size distribution and the structure of the emerging sprays. Quantitative measurements may also be employed for comparison with phenomenological model and CFD model prediction, and in the calibration of CDF models.
Diagnostics that are suitable for an experimental investigation into primary and secondary atomization in idealized diesel sprays include phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) [20] , laser Mie scattering [21] , laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [22] , laser sheet dropsizing (LSD, combined LIF/Mie scattering) [23 -25] , structured illumination planar laser imaging (SLIPI, an extension of LSD) [26] , ballistic imaging [27] , and ultra-small angle x-ray scattering (USAXS) [28] .
Phase Doppler anemometry is a point-wise measurement technique that is capable of the determination of mean spherical droplet size and velocity in a localized region of a spray. It has been employed successfully in many spray applications and has proved useful in the analysis of a range of dilute sprays, including in the diluted region of gasoline and diesel sprays. However, the technique is unable to produce reliable data in dense sprays due to optical attenuation, and in sprays where the liquid has broken up into ligaments and/or elliptical droplets.
Laser Mie scattering is a useful qualitative technique widely used to identify and characterize the qualitative structure of a spray. It has been employed as a quantitative tool in the determination of spray cone angle, spray head displacement and velocity as a function of injection rate, needle lift, upstream liquid pressure, and downstream gas pressure and temperature. In the limiting case of the droplet mean diameter d being very much larger than the wavelength λ of the scattering light (d >> λ), the scattering is proportional to the total surface area of the local field of droplets. As a result it is difficult to extract useful quantitative data about the spray atomization process from the scattered light.
Laser induced fluorescence is a useful, quantitative technique that is capable of capturing single-shot two-dimensional planar field information from a spray. The technique relies on the photographic capture of fluorescence emission from optically excited molecules in solution in the spray medium. The intensity of the optical emission is dependent on the local spectral flux density, the concentration of the fluorescent component in solution, and the amount of optical saturation occurring. The fluorescence emission is volumetric, thereby capable of providing a quantitative measurement of local liquid volume fraction. It is capable of similar measurements to Laser Mie scattering. In addition, it is capable of providing detailed quantitative measurements on the structure of sprays, through the measurement of local liquid volume fraction. However, the optical excitation and emission is difficult to calibrate in optically dense (turbid) media subject to significant optical attenuation, and it is subject to defocusing effects when multiple scattering is present. Evaporating sprays require a coevaporative fluorescent marker molecule in solution in order to maintain a self-consistent fluorescence yield from the evaporating droplets. Failure to achieve this results in biased fluorescence yield.
Laser sheet drop-sizing combines the benefits of laser Mie scattering and laser induced fluorescence in order to provide quantitative two-dimensional information on the structure of sprays. The precise spatial ratio of the local LIF signal intensity with the local Mie signal intensity provides a two-dimensional spray field measurement of droplet Sauter mean diameter d32. The accuracy of the technique is dependent on the fluorescence emission being volumetric, and the ability to calibrate for the spatial variation in excitation laser spectral flux density. The technique is limited to low turbidity sprays (sprays satisfying line-of-sight optical transmission factor T ≥ 1/e). This criterion ensures that defocusing effects due to multiple scattering are small, and can be neglected.
Structured illumination planar laser imaging is an extension of laser sheet drop-sizing, which provides an in-situ method for calibrating out the defocusing effect of multiple scattering from a turbid medium (an optically dense spray, for example). While it offers an improvement to the resolution achievable in laser sheet drop-sizing (by reducing the defocusing associated with multiple scattering), it is difficult to implement in a real application.
Ballistic imaging is an optical technique that involves separating out photons traversing a turbid medium on a temporal basis. Time-resolved capture of photons traversing the turbid medium without scattering provides the opportunity to identify optical paths of varying absorption through the medium. This enables the identification of dense flow structures (the spatially varying structure of the spray core) within an optically dense spray. The technique is based on line-of-sight transmission and scattering, thereby averaging features over line-of-sight. However, this limitation can be addressed by a tomographic methodology, combined with tomographic reconstruction.
The Mechanical Engineering laboratories at City University have the capability to utilize phase Doppler anemometry, laser Mie scattering, laser induced fluorescence, laser sheet drop-sizing, and structured illumination planar laser imaging. Laser sheet drop-sizing was selected as the most appropriate diagnostic in terms of capability and experimental complexity in the context of the idealized low turbidity, non-evaporative diesel sprays to be investigated.
Background to Laser Sheet Drop-Sizing (LSD)
Laser Sheet Drop-sizing (LSD) is a recently developed laser diagnostic which combines Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence with Planar Lorentz-Mie Scattering in a spray in order to obtain instantaneous full-field measurements of Sauter Mean Diameter (spray droplet volume to surface area ratio) and liquid volume fraction. The technique was originally developed by Kamimoto et al. [23] , and more recently developed at Cranfield University by Le Gal et al. [24] and Jermy and Greenhalgh [25] , and applied to diesel sprays by Lockett et al. [29, 30] . The technique has been investigated and developed further by Domann and Hardalupas [31] .
The LSD technique is based on the notion that laser induced fluorescence (LIF) obtained locally from a field of droplets containing a fluorescent agent is volumetric, while elastic Mie scattering obtained from a field of droplets is proportional to surface area (conditional on droplet diameter d being very much larger than the scattering wavelength λ). The ratio of the two optical signals obtained from a spray should provide an instantaneous two-dimensional field measurement of spray volume to surface area ratio (Sauter mean diameter d32).
The far-field Lorentz-Mie scattering cross-section for large, homogeneous, weakly absorbing dielectric spherical scatterers resorts to the corresponding results obtained from geometrical optics [32, 33] . The contributions to the differential scattering cross-section in the geometrical optics limit are from Fraunhofer diffraction, specular reflection, refraction, and external scattering arising from internal reflections. The particle size scattering parameter β is defined to be = ⁄ , where d is the diameter of the scattering sphere and λ the scattering wavelength. The far-field Lorentz-Mie scattering cross-section may be thought of in terms of the sum of scattered partial waves [33] . The scattered light is expressed in terms of the scattering amplitude matrix
where Eisc, Si and Eiin are the scattered electric field strength, the scattering amplitude, and the incoming electric field strength for the i'th polarization respectively.
The far-field Lorentz-Mie scattered electric fields are expressed as
where = (n is the relative refractive index of the scattering sphere).
The Lorentz-Mie differential scattering cross-section can be expressed as
where
The l'th partial wave scattering coefficients and may be expressed as
where ( ) = ( ) and ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ). ( ) and ( ) ( ) are the spherical Bessel function and spherical Hankel function respectively.
The total absorption cross-section σabs and scattering cross-section σsc from a scattering sphere are obtained by integrating the absorbed incident flux and the scattered flux over 4π solid angle respectively. The sum of the absorption cross section σabs and the scattering cross-section σsc defines the total extinction cross-section σext (σext = σabs + σsc).
The scattering efficiency Q is defined relative to the geometric cross-sectional area of the scattering spheres, i.e
In the geometrical optics limit of → ∞ ( ≫ ), and may be approximated (Debye approximation [33] ) to be
where R1 and R2 are the polarization-dependent reflectivities of the scattering spheres. Equation (17) shows that the scattering cross-section for weakly absorbing large spherical scatterers is proportional to the surface area of the scatterer ( ∝ ).
The optical absorption that occurs to the light incident on one or many scattering spheres may be due to the addition of a fluorescent agent to the scattering medium. Applying a two-level fluorescence model that includes collision quenching, results in the governing equations for the molecular ground state (Ng) and excited state populations (Ne).
subject to the total number of molecules N = Ng + Ne. uω, Aeg, Bge and Beg are the local spectral energy density of the laser radiation, the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission (fluorescence), and the Einstein coefficients for stimulated absorption and emission respectively. Equation (19) becomes
During the passage of the laser through the fluorescence medium, the steady-state excitation and decay results in the saturation condition ⁄ = . Hence the steady-state ratio of excited state fluorescent molecules to the number of ground state fluorescent molecules is
Following the excitation laser pulse, the excited state population decays according to
The fluorescence energy transmitted into an element of solid angle ΔΩ in a time T is given by
where Γ, ℏ,C, ΔV, and τ are a linewidth integral defining the overlap of the laser band-width with the absorption band line-width, Planck's angular momentum constant, the concentration of fluorescent agent in the scattering spheres, the volume that the laser traverses, and the duration of the laser respectively. Equation (23) shows that the local fluorescence yield is proportional to the number of fluorescent molecules present in the scattering target. This is, in turn, proportional to the volume of the target containing fluorescent molecules.
Le Gal et al. [24] In a diffuse spray containing droplets, these relationships are expressed mathematically in the form
and
which has the consequence that
where ΔILIF, ΔIMie and di are the measured LIF and Mie scattering optical signals, and the diameter of the i'th droplet in the spray respectively.
Le Gal et al. [24] and Domann and Hardalupas [31] showed that the LIF signal is dependent on the concentration of the fluorescent marker in order to obtain an accurate volumetric measurement from the spray. In this case, the concentration of Rhodamine-B in the diesel is low, producing an extinction coefficient of approximately 0.25 cm -1 . Therefore the fluorescence emission obtained from the spray is likely to be volumetric.
Le Gal et al. [24] compared laser sheet drop-sizing measurements with phase Doppler anemometry measurements obtained from a swirl pressure atomizer. The LSD measurements were in good agreement with the PDA measurements, with a standard deviation to mean diameter ratio of 0.07. They conducted the measurements using a Pegasus Nd:YAG laser with a shot-to-shot standard deviation to mean pulse energy ratio of approximately 0.05 to 0.06. This suggests that much of the standard deviation achieved in the LSD measurements was due to the variation in shot-to-shot laser pulse energy, and that the precision attainable using LSD is principally determined by the stability of the exciting laser.
Berrocal et al. [26] have estimated the upper limit of precision of the LSD technique as a function of the optical density of the spray and defocusing effects due to multiple scattering. They concluded that the LSD technique is capable of retaining the precision identified by Le Gal et al. [24] as long as the attenuation coefficient T through the spray remained larger than 1/e (negligible secondary scattering). The model diesel sprays investigated in this study had relatively low optical density, and satisfied this criterion.
Experimental

Fuel Injection system
The high pressure fuel injection rig shown in Figure 1 was custom manufactured at City University and was able to generate common rail pressures of up to 700 bar. It was capable of introducing a precise quantity of fuel into the injector at a predetermined rate. The fuel was delivered from the tank to the high pressure diesel pump via a rotary vane priming pump and a 5µm polypropylene filter. The diesel pump compressed the fuel and delivered it to a pressure accumulator (common rail), which was in turn, connected to a mini-sac diesel injector.
An automotive injector manufacturer provided a number of mini-sac diesel injector bodies and nozzles. Two of the injectors provided had been fitted with induction sensors in order to measure the needle lift. Figure 2 shows the 4.0 ms TTL pulse provided to the injector driver and the corresponding needle lift profile measured by the induction sensor at 400 bar common rail pressure.
The needle lift had an approximately constant lift rate of 0.10 mm/ms for approximately 3.0 ms, followed by a 0.3 ms duration, during which the needle achieved its maximum lift, followed by a 1.6 ms duration for needle return. The needle returned to its sealed position approximately 6.0 ms after the electronic start-of-injection signal. The needle lift was achieved using the same electronic driver unit as reported in Lockett et al. [8] , in order to provide the injector with the same lift profile. This needle lift profile corresponds to moderate common rail pressures, and is typical for engines operating at idle or low/part load.
The electronic control box controlling the timing, duration and repetition rate of the fuel injection process provided a signal which was locked to the phase of the diesel pump, in order to achieve a stable and repeatable fuel pressure during injection. This was measured at the entrance port to the injector during the fuel discharge, using a Kulite ETMER-1-375M-3500BARSG pressure transducer. The transducer had a rated pressure of 3,500 bar SG (sealed gauge), and its sensitivity and zero balance were 1.189 mV/bar and 500 mV ± 50 mV respectively. A conventional injector was employed to measure the injected mass using the unadditized diesel sample A at 350 bar common rail pressure. A container of known mass was placed over the injector in order to capture the injected fuel. Five sets of 100 injections each were undertaken. The mass of the container and captured fuel was measured, facilitating the determination of the injected fuel mass. Over the course of five injection tests, the maximum and minimum injected fuel masses were measured to be 7.022 g and 7.017 g respectively. This means that the mean injected fuel mass per injection was 70.19 mg ± 0.02 mg. Given a nozzle hole Bernoulli velocity of 288.7 m/s (corresponding to 350 bar rail pressure), the measured injected mass corresponds to a discharge coefficient of approximately 0.830 based on a 4.0 ms injection period.
Injector design, tip holding mechanism
A conventional mini-sac diesel injector consisting of the injector body and 136 µm diameter six-hole mini-sac nozzle was employed in these experiments. The steel nozzle tip was removed from the base of the nozzle, and the mini-sac and six-hole nozzle tip replicated in clear acrylic in order to provide optical access to the mini-sac and the internal holes. Figure 3 The profile drawing of the optically accessible acrylic nozzle tip is shown in Figure 4 . Drawings of the original nozzle design were provided by the diesel nozzle manufacturer. The conical face (needle seal surface), mini-sac and hemispherical base was machined manually. Six symmetric 136 µm holes were then drilled from the outside surface inwards using a CNC machine drill and customized jig. The internal dimensions of the acrylic mini-sac tip were the same as the section cut off of the real nozzle tip. The nozzle hole angle was increased from 15 o to 25 o in order to produce a clear and distinct view of each of the nozzle holes. However, only two of the nozzle holes could be viewed in focus, due to the very small depth of field achievable during imaging. These holes are identified in Figure 4 as holes 1 and 2. The optically accessible acrylic nozzle was required to be sealed to the base of the nozzle body during fuel injection, as shown in Figure 3 (b) . A double acting pneumatic air ram attached to a balanced arm and acrylic bar, was employed to apply an axial force to a fused silica cone, which provided the axial force necessary to seal the acrylic nozzle against the flat steel nozzle base.
The components involved in mounting the injector and the optically accessible nozzle tip were not permitted to intersect the path of the spray jets emanating from the nozzle holes, and interfere with the optical access to the nozzle holes and the sac volume. The fuel spray
Hole1
Hole 2
contained Rhodamine-B (RhB) which is a skin irritant and potential lung irritant. Therefore a fuel spray exhaust extract unit was manufactured and connected to a suction fan and filter, before being passed into the exhaust extraction system. An isometric view of the complete assembly is shown in Figure 5 . The location of the acrylic bar and the 35 o fused silica cone are clearly observable in the figure.
Preparation of the fuels for fluorescence
The fuels employed in this study are identified by A and B. Fuel A was an unadditised crude oil derived middle distillate diesel, while Fuel B was a light kerosene. Their physical properties and boiling point range are shown in Table 1 [34] .
In order to produce fluorescence, the laser light passing through the emerging spray must have a wavelength lying near the peak of the absorption spectrum of the dye to be used. Rhodamine-B (RhB) was selected to be used as the tracer dye in these experiments, due to its accessible excitation wavelength near 530 nm, fluorescence efficiency and broad-band emission wavelength range of 560 nm -600 nm, and its relative safety.
RhB is not readily soluble in diesel fuel. Hence a suitable solvent matching the boiling profile of the fuel to be tested was selected for mixing. HPLC grade 1-Decanol and 1-Octanol supplied by Sigma-Aldrich were selected to be mixed with fuel A and fuel B respectively. Stock solutions of 0.60 g RhB in 1.0 litre volumes of 1-decanol and 1-octanol were mixed with 4.0 litres of diesel A and light kerosene B respectively, creating solutions of 0.12 g/l RhB in 1-decanol-diesel and 1-octanol-kerosene mixtures. 
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The fluorescence emission yield obtained from a fluorescent dye is dependent on the solvent employed. Therefore it was necessary to determine the relative fluorescence yield from the RhB-octanol-kerosene mixture against the RhB-decanol-diesel mixture in order to make comparatively quantitative measurements of fluorescence emission intensity. In this regard, a set of calibration measurements of relative fluorescence emission yield were undertaken for the two mixtures, which showed that the RhB-octanol-kerosene mixture produced 1.04 times the fluorescence emission yield of the RhB-decanol-diesel mixture.
The optically accessible acrylic injector nozzle was employed to measure the injected mass using unadditized diesel sample A at 350 bar common rail pressure. A rubber container of known mass was placed over the injector in order to capture the injected fuel. Four sets of 50 injections each were undertaken. The mass of the container and captured fuel was measured, facilitating the determination of the injected fuel mass.
Optical Configuration
The The elastic (Mie) and inelastic (LIF) scattered light was imaged onto a Photron FASTCAM SA1.1 high-speed video camera synchronized to the laser at 10 kHz and the SoI signal, using a two-channel optical imaging system and an extended, inverted 85 mm, f1.4 Nikon camera lens. This configuration facilitated a 1024 x 512 pixel field-of-view with an optical magnification of 0.70, resulting in two object fields of view of 14.6 mm x 14.6 mm (corresponding to a spatial resolution of 0.028 mm/pixel), a frame exposure duration of 370 ns, and 12-bit dynamic range. The camera was set to acquire 100 frames per injection, timed to produce approximately 17 frames prior to the spray entering the field-of-view, 50 frames during the spray and 33 frames after the spray had disappeared. The two-channel optical arrangement is shown in Figure 6 .
Data Processing
External Spray Drop-sizing Distribution
Each experimental set involved the injection of one of the diesel fuel samples into air, operating at common rail pressures of 250 bar and 350 bar respectively. The camera was set to acquire 100 frames per injection event at 10 kHz for 10ms duration. Data were collected from 100 and 65 successive injections in case of fuel A and fuel B respectively; hence each experimental set consisted of 10,000 image frames for fuel A and 6,500 image frames for fuel B, per rail pressure.
The 512 x 1024 pixel image frames contain both LIF and Mie scattering data. Following the tests, a set of background images were obtained, from which a mean background image was produced. This was subtracted from all of the experimental image frames, which were then separated into two 512 x 512 pixel images of background-subtracted LIF and Mie scattering image frames.
In order to express the processing of the data images mathematically, the pixel intensities on the raw data image frames were represented by S ij klm , where S ij klm represented the intensity of the pixel located on the CCD chip at the position defined by the row index i and the column index j, iϵ{0,1,2 … ,512}, jϵ{0,1,2 … ,1024}. The index number k represents the frame number within a set of 100 images for a single injection event, ranging from frame 1 to frame 100; while the index number l refers to the specific injection event, ranging from injection 1 to injection 100 for fuel A and injection 1 to injection 65 for fuel B. The index number m referred to the diesel fuel sample tested, namely A or B. Figure 7 shows a single image frame of the raw, unprocessed simultaneous LIF and Mie scattering signal obtained from the diesel spray, which was captured on the high speed video camera. (27) The mean background subtracted image is represented as and is equal to − . is then split into two images of i, jϵ{0,1,2 … ,512} namely, and respectively. These are shown in Figure 7 .
As can be observed from Figure 6 and Figure 7 , the ratio cannot be obtained directly as the Mie scattering image frames are geometrically distorted relative to the LIF image frames due to the different optical paths through the beam-splitter, filters and mirrors. This required the Mie scattering image frames to be homographically aligned to that of the LIF image frames. This is an eight degree of freedom transformation, which is described by translation (2 DoF), rotation (2 DoF), shear (2 DoF) and scale (2 DoF). [35 -37] was embedded in an in-house developed Matlab code to achieve the translation and homographic transformation of the images. The code allowed a template image and the image to be transformed to be input, followed by a computation of the transformation of the input image with respect to the template. It then outputted the transformed image with the corresponding transform matrix linking it to the template image. The sequence of LIF image frames were used as the template image frames, while the Mie image frames were the input image frames to be transformed to transformed image frames denoted by .
An enhanced correlation coefficient (ECC) algorithm developed by Evaggelidis and Psarakis
Figure 8. Split LIF (left hand side) and Mie (right hand side) images into two 512 x 512 images
The numerically calculated parameters of importance were saved for later use and an image ratio of the LIF image with the corresponding homographically corrected Mie image was also calculated to determine the instantaneous relative Sauter mean diameter (SMD) distribution of the sprays.
= (28)
The SMD image frames were then converted into false color within the relative SMD range of 0 -1.5 pixel intensity. The user defined color map is imbedded in Figure 9 . The false colour map for the spray and the corresponding colour bar shown in Figure 9 are a simple ratio of the processed PLIF image to the homographically corrected planar Mie scattering image. The local signal produced by the ratio reflects the relative local volume to surface area ratio, which in the case of a diffuse spray, is the relative distribution of Sauter mean diameter. The SMD image data presented here is therefore relatively quantitative, and not absolutely quantitative. A quantitative calibration (using PDA for example) is necessary to convert the relative SMD images to absolute SMD images.
In the case of fuel B, the LSD image frames were divided by the relative fluorescence efficiency calibration factor of 1.04, in order to ensure that the SMD distributions of fuel B were correctly normalized in comparison with those of Fuel A.
The simultaneous LIF and Mie scattering images captured light emitted from the sprays 3.0 mm to 18.0 mm downstream of the diesel nozzle exit. It was considered that the primary and secondary atomization was relevant in the region 12.0 mm to 18.0 mm downstream of the nozzle exit, which was the region selected for relative SMD field analysis. The 12 mm to 18 mm range downstream of the nozzle exit corresponds to 88 nozzle diameters to 132 nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. The image frames for fuel A contained low intensity secondary reflections (50 counts to 100 counts contamination signal), which had to be corrected along the edges of the spray. The image frames were filtered using a Gaussian filter, which was followed by Gaussian edge detection in order to determine the spray boundaries. One of the corrected image frames is reproduced in false color in Figure 9 .
A set of instantaneous mean SMD images were obtained from for a set of l = 100 injections in the case of fuel A and l = 65 injections in the case of fuel B. This involved finding the mean images, to be derived from image frames 1, 101, 201,… 9901; 2, 102, 202,…, 9902 and so on up to frame 100, 200,…, 10,000 for fuel A, and similarly frames 1, 101, 201,… 6401; 2, 102, 202,…, 6402 and so on up to frame 65, 165, 265,…, 6500 for fuel B.
Frame 45 is used for the purpose of this analysis. The spray produced at this time corresponded to that associated with maximum needle lift for each injection (4.0ms after SoI). This is expressed mathematically by
The largest mean SMD signal for all of the spray data presented here occurred along the central axis of the 250 bar spray produced using fuel A (Figure 10 ). The mean of the top 1 % of pixel intensities has been normalized to provide an SMD ratio value of 1.000. The false colour mean SMD image pixel intensities shown in the Results section for all other spray cases has been normalized against the maximum value of 1.000 shown in Figure 10 . Therefore all of the mean SMD image data for all cases presented are relatively comparable.
Five intensity frequency histograms of the mean SMD image acquired 4.5 ms after SoI (frame 45), were produced with 100 bins between 0.010 and 1.000 for both fuel samples and rail pressures. The histograms represent the relative droplet size distribution at five different regions of the spray. The regions under examination were: (1) spray boundaries, (2) areas between the spray boundaries and core, (3) spray core, (4) left half of spray and (5) A Matlab code developed at City University facilitated the precise determination of the upper and lower extreme points of the spray. The mid-points of the upper and bottom edges were calculated, together with the determination of the spray centerline. The code then split the spray body into two approximately equal divisions, the left and right spray halves.
Each division was then divided into three equally spaced segments. Consequently, the spray was divided into six equal segments, which were paired in order to produce: (1) two SMD graphs defining the SMD distribution of droplet size in the sprays on (a) the right hand side of the spray centre-line, and (b) the left hand side of the spray centre-line, and (2) three SMD graphs defining the SMD distribution of droplet size obtained in the spray, along (a) the boundary (periphery) of the spray, (b) the centre-line segment of the spray, and (c) the segment between the boundary and the centre-line. The six segments employed for the statistical analysis are shown in Figure 10 .
Results and Discussion
General Observations
Spray Core, Primary and Secondary Atomization An examination of the three LIF spray images shown in Figure 11 reveals that the spray core survives a minimum distance of 10 mm (left spray, 74 nozzle diameters) to 11 mm (right spray, 81 nozzle diameters) downstream of the nozzle exit. Figure 11 shows three single-shot grey scale images of instantaneous laser induced fluorescence obtained from the diesel spray during injection.
Spray Vorticity
The left and right hand images suggest that the spray cores contain a helical twist (blue arrows, ~ 9 mm downstream of nozzle exit) that appear to break down to form secondary helical structures (red arrows, ~ 12 mm downstream of nozzle exit), which then break down further into ligaments and/or bunched groups of droplets (combined primary and secondary atomization (14 mm -18 mm).
Helical structures observed in the near jet would suggest that the liquid jet flow leaving the nozzle exit has angular momentum. The jet angular momentum would be expected to dissipate as the jet turbulence dissipated, the jet interacted with the surrounding air, and was atomized. This suggestion is consistent with other measurements and modelling results [6, 7] , which show that that the diesel flow inside the nozzle holes has angular momentum (swirl), which often results in vortex cavitation. Simultaneous time-resolved high-speed video imaging of white light scattering from discontinuous cavitation flow surfaces in these optically accessible model injectors suggests that vortex cavitation was present in the nozzle holes for all of the fuel tests conducted [38, 39] . 
Laser Sheet Drop-Sizing -Fuel A
Injected Fuel Mass
The maximum and minimum injected fuel masses obtained from the optically accessible acrylic injector at 350 bar were measured to be 2.781 g and 2.802 g respectively for 50 injections. Hence the mean injected fuel mass per injection was 55.82 mg ± 0.02 mg. This corresponds to a discharge coefficient of approximately 0.660 based on a 4.0 ms injection period. Consequently the relative discharge coefficient and injected mass for the acrylic nozzle (0.660, 55.82 mg) is 20.4 % smaller than that for the conventional nozzle (0.830, 70.19 mg). It is suggested that the difference in injected mass and discharge coefficient was due to the increased surface roughness of the acrylic nozzles relative to the conventional diesel nozzle. Figure 12 shows a false colour image of the mean relative SMD distribution of the upper region of the spray (12 mm (88 nozzle diameters) to 18 mm (132 nozzle diameters) downstream of the nozzle exit) produced from fuel A at 4.5 ms after SoI (frame 45) for a rail pressure of 250 bar. Figure 13 shows a graph of the normalized SMD frequency (probability) as a function of relative Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) for the entire spray (solid black curve), the left hand side of the spray (dark grey curve) and the right hand side of the spray (light grey curve). The relative SMD has been normalized such that the largest droplets present in the spray have a relative SMD of 1.0. The graphs shown in Figures 13 and 14 are graphical projections of normalized histogram frequencies representative of the number of pixels in the mean spray image frame ( Figure 12 ) with an SMD LIF/Mie ratio lying in a normalized SMD size range of 0.00 to 1.00 in discrete divisions of 0.01 (namely the fraction of droplets having a size range from 0.00 -0.01, 0.01 -0.02, 0.02 -0.03, …., 0.98 -0.99, 0.99 -1.00). Adopting this approach means that the area under the graph is properly normalized to one, and that the normalized frequency represents the probability of finding droplets in the spray with the specified range of Sauter Mean Diameter.
As the 250 bar spray for fuel A produces the largest SMD ratio for all of the SMD data presented here, the image data is normalized such that the top 1 % of pixel intensities present in Figure 12 is normalized to an SMD ratio value of 1.000. All of the other spray image data presented here was then normalized to corresponding relative values, in order to make their SMD ratios comparable to those obtained in Figure 12 .
A visual comparison of the left and right hand side of the centre-line of the spray SMD distribution in Figure 12 suggests that the 250 bar spray has developed in an asymmetric manner. This is confirmed by a comparison of the graphs for the left hand side of the spray center-line and the right hand side of the spray centre-line in Figure 13 , which show quantitatively the asymmetry present in the 250 bar spray. The right hand side spray segment contains droplets with significantly larger droplets than the left hand side of the spray. The right hand side of the spray is associated with the flow occurring adjacent to the upper surface of the injector nozzle, and the left hand side of the spray is associated with the flow occurring adjacent to the lower surface of the injector nozzle. The geometry of cylindrical multi-hole mini-sac diesel injector nozzles supports the development of geometric sheet cavitation to occur at the upper entrance to the nozzle holes due to the local flow acceleration, pressure gradient and shear flow occurring as the flow enters the nozzle holes. It is suggested that the asymmetry in the spray structure and the SMD distribution downstream of the nozzle exit was caused by the flow asymmetry produced in the nozzle holes by the geometric sheet cavitation. Figure 13 . Graph of normalized frequency (probability) as a function of relative SMD of the whole, the left half and the right half, 250 bar spray at 4.5 ms after SoI for Fuel A.
The SMD distribution for the whole spray shown in Figure 13 Centreline Core Outer Core Spray Periphery Figure 16 shows a graph of the normalized SMD frequency (probability) as a function of relative Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) for the whole spray (black curve), the left hand side of the spray centerline (dark grey curve), and the right hand side of the spray centre-line (light grey curve). The relative SMD has been normalized against the top 1 % of drop sizes observable in Figure 12 . Therefore the relative Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) distributions are comparable to those shown in Figures 12 to 14 . Figure 17 shows graphs of normalized SMD frequency as a function of relative Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) for the equally spaced spray boundary region, the region between the spray boundary and the spray centre-line, and the spray centre-line region. (Figures 15 and 16 ) reveal that the SMD distribution has the expected asymmetric SMD profile, but with an unusual decrease followed by an increase in SMD as a function of radius from the central axis towards the left boundary of the spray. This unusual SMD spray field profile was not observed in the diesel sprays produced from the other fuels tested. However, this unusual spray SMD distribution may have one of two explanations. A visual comparison of the left and right hand side of the centre-line of the spray SMD distribution in Figure 18 suggests that the 250 bar spray for fuel B has developed in a much more symmetric manner than for fuel A. An asymmetry remains, but it is less distinctive. This is confirmed by a comparison of the graphs for the left hand side of the spray center-line and the right hand side of the spray centre-line in Figure 19 , which show quantitatively the small asymmetry present in the 250 bar spray for fuel B (light kerosene). The right hand side spray segment contains droplets with slightly larger droplets than the left hand side of the spray. A consideration of the graphs presented in Figure 20 facilitates a similar conclusion as for the sprays produced by fuel A. The central region of the 250 bar spray contains the largest droplets (mean and standard deviation SMD of 0.504 and 0.095), followed by the intermediate region between the centre segment and the peripheral segment (mean and standard deviation SMD of 0.395 and 0.101), followed by the outer third periphery of the spray (mean and standard deviation SMD of 0.303 and 0.088). Figure 21 shows a false colour image of the mean relative SMD distribution of the upper region of the spray for fuel B produced at 4.5 ms after SoI (frame 45) for a rail pressure of 350 bar. A consideration of the graphs presented in Figure 23 facilitates a similar conclusion as for all of the other sprays considered. The central region of the 350 bar spray contains the largest droplets (mean and standard deviation SMD of 0.350 and 0.049), followed by the intermediate region between the centre segment and the peripheral segment (mean and standard deviation SMD of 0.284 and 0.062), followed by the outer third periphery of the spray (mean and standard deviation SMD of 0.229 and 0.079).
bar Results
A comparison of the mean SMD distribution produced by fuel A (unadditised diesel) with fuel B (light kerosene) reveals that fuel A forms droplets on average 87 % larger than fuel B (0.594 ± 0.155 versus 0.318 ± 0.073) at 350 bar rail pressure. This is a consequence of the difference in viscosity and surface tension between the two fuels, resulting in later primary atomization and secondary atomization in fuel A relative to fuel B.
The results obtained in the study have produced relative SMD distributions for diesel sprays produced from unadditized diesel and light kerosene at 250 bar and 350 bar rail pressure. In order to convert these distributions from relative SMD distributions to absolutely quantitative SMD measurements, a simultaneous Phase Doppler calibration is necessary. This is planned for future work. 
Summary and Conclusion
A number of conclusions may be drawn from this work. These are summarized below:
1. Laser Induced Fluorescence is a reliable technique for the determination of regions of primary and secondary atomization in sprays, through the quantitative measurement of local liquid volume fraction.
2. The SMD droplet size distributions produced by the diesel sprays were observed to be asymmetric along the spray jet. This is judged to be a consequence of the flow asymmetry introduced into the nozzle holes as a result of geometric cavitation developing at the entrances to the nozzle holes.
3. The SMD droplet size distributions produced by these diesel sprays showed larger droplets forming towards the centre of the spray, decreasing with increasing radius from the center-line of the spray jets.
4. The mean SMD droplet sizes were observed to decrease with increasing rail pressure for both fuels A and B.
5. The mean droplet size obtained in the spray produced by Fuel B was significantly smaller than the mean droplet size obtained in the spray produced by Fuel A for both test rail pressures. This is a consequence of fuel B having lower surface tension and viscosity than fuel A.
The relatively quantitative measurements of mean and standard deviation of Sauter Mean Diameter distributions obtained in these non-evaporating sprays as a function of fuel properties and common rail injection pressure may be useful for the calibration of or comparison with theoretical and/or computational predictions for these sprays.
Finally, the images of the spray jets exiting the injector nozzles suggested the development of twisted helical structures in the liquid core, followed by the suggested formation of secondary helical spray structures further along the spray. The suggested formation of helical structures in the spray core suggests that the jets exiting the nozzle holes retained angular momentum originally developed in the injector nozzle holes.
